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Abstract 

Increased interest in high entropy alloys (HEA)s has led to significant activity in the development of new 

equimolar multicomponent metal systems. The present viewpoint article suggests applying a lens of practicality 

related to alloy economics and resource usage issues. A framework for HEA materials selection is presented to 

assist the metallurgical community as it searches for HEAs with feasible implementation possibilities, by 

identifying unsuitable alloying elements based on price or metrics of supply availability. For some metrics, such 

as price volatility, the elemental diversification in HEAs could prove beneficial, while for others, such as 

recyclability, elemental breadth introduces significant challenges. 
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Introduction 

The concept of high entropy alloys (HEA)s has ignited renewed interest in fundamental thermodynamics, 

processing, and characterization approaches for multicomponent alloys. In just a decade, the literature on high 

entropy alloys has increased 500 fold, as the community debates what defines an HEA and what properties can 

be obtained from equi-proportion combinations of multiple components that may or may not exhibit high 

configurational entropy [1]. Recent interest in HEA has covered a significant space of characterization and 

processing approaches [2], theoretical work leveraging ab initio methods to screen for promising alloys [3], and 

statistical approaches to mine for promising properties [4, 5]. Most HEA research focuses on two main 

compositional domains, namely those based on refractory elements and those based on commodity metals. The 

latter typically involve metals such as Cr, Co, Fe, Ni, Mn, and Cu, and the resulting HEAs are often compared with 

stainless steel [6]. The former use metals such as V, Cr, Ti, Mo, Nb, Ta, W, Zr, and Hf and are compared with 

refractory metals [7, 8].  The compound forming elements Al and Ti are often added to both families [9].  

Missing from these discussions to date is a quantitative framework to evaluate the feasibility of scale-up and 

manufacture of potential HEAs. Such a framework could help focus the space in a manner reminiscent of how 

Ashby charts focused the process of materials selection for mechanical design [10]. This article takes the initial 

steps towards such a framework for resource-efficiency evaluation applied to HEAs. In addition to structural or 

functional properties, price, manufacturability, and resource use are key features that should be considered; this 

paper presents some initial discussion on each of these points. This evaluation is fundamentally different for 

HEAs compared with conventional alloys because HEAs lack a base metal.  An HEA has significant concentrations 

of five or more elements, so that even a basic metallurgical palette of 12 elements gives 3302 different HEA 

bases, motivating the need for intelligent ways to reduce the selection space. 



We frame this analysis from two different quantitative perspectives. First, we perform elemental screening on 

material price, price volatility, and resource availability (geographic concentration and coupled production). We 

also present analysis of these metrics once the constituent elements are mixed into a multi-component alloy. 

Finally, we comment on the recyclability of these materials based on the thermodynamics of separation. For 

some of these metrics the equi-molar concept provides a stabilizing effect, while for others the impact is 

negative. Through this analysis we illustrate several practical considerations that should factor into HEA design. 

Analysis  

In what follows, we provide commentary on material price, price volatility, materials availability, and 

recyclability metrics to address the potential for HEAs to compete successfully with incumbent alloys. For each 

metric, we first provide the method used in the analysis followed by the results for that metric. For the present 

analysis, we limit the discussion to equimolar alloys only, although in some cases the lessons of this analysis 

argue for a significant departure from that recipe in future HEA design. We emphasize that while metrics of 

economics, materials availability, and recyclability should ultimately be considered as part of dynamic systems 

whose values would be influenced by each other (correlated), the present general static framework can be 

applied to inform element selection and HEA design. 

Material price  

We first provide insight into materials price as a metric for HEA feasibility. Only material price was considered 

for a proposed HEA (we do not add costs incurred in processing), and we consider published materials price, 

rather than cost, so that we can refer to publicly available information. It is important to remember that a 

manufacturer incurs a cost, rather than a price, but for the purposes of describing our data and methods, one 

can envision the price as contributing to an incurred manufacturing cost relative to incumbent alloys.   

 

When available, we used prices for commodity metals traded on the London Metal Exchange (LME) available 

from Thomson Reuters Datastream, as these are updated monthly (Ni, Al, Cu, Zn, Sn, Fe, Ag, Au, Ir, Pd, and Pt). 

Otherwise, annual price data were obtained from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) historical statistics 

for mineral and material commodities [11] from 1964 to 2014. For metals not reported on the LME, we note 

some limitations in the available price data. For example, prices for some minor metals (Nb and Sc, for example) 

remain constant for several years because there are not data available from open transactions. Another 

example of a data limitation is found for the case of Y; the reported price was based on metal oxides before the 

year 2000, but the basis for reporting changed into pure metals afterwards.  

 

First, we categorize the elements that have been mentioned across the HEA literature of the last decade in 

terms of 50 year historic average price of the element. We will refer to these categories for the subsequent 

analysis of materials price and price volatility. These can be broken down in the following four categories where 

price is shown on a per mole basis (since this is how HEA compositions are typically framed):  

 Very high price: Au, Sc, platinum group metals (50 yr average >$1,000 per mole) 

 High price: Ag, Ga, Ge, Hf, In, La, Ta (50 yr average ~$100 per mole) 

 Intermediate price: Be, Bi, Cd, Co, Mo, Nb, rare earth metals, Sn, Te, W, Y, Zr (50 yr average ~$5 per 
mole) 



 Low price: Al, Cr, Cu, Fe, Li, Mg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sb, Si, Ti, V, Zn (50 yr average ~$0.5 per mole) 
 

One way to consider the domain of HEAs by economic constraint is to systematically calculate all possible price 

combinations for any hypothetical equimolar alloy, in comparison with incumbent alloys. We have conducted 

that combinatorial investigation, the results of which are summarized in Figure 1. Figure 1a presents the range 

of alloy price as a function of number of elements (N) in an alloy considering the price categorization above (only 

Sc, Pd and Ru are included from the very high price category). For N ranging from 1 to 6, we calculate an 

equimolar alloy for all possible combinations of elements, and for each N we generate the box and whisker plots 

that show (from bottom up) the 10th, 25th percentile, median, 75th and 90th percentiles of the full distribution 

of calculated alloy prices. 

There are several interesting trends revealed in Figure 1a. First, we note that the median price of alloys 

increases as the number of constituents rises, by about an order of magnitude by the time a six-component 

system is reached; mixing elements raises the average price because there is a higher likelihood of a 

combination including an element from the higher price groups. This suggests that if alloy design is conducted 

without considering price, the resulting HEAs are likely to be expensive compared with even current specialty 

metals.  However, the lower tails of the curves in this Figure offer a more optimistic view, as some equimolar 

combinations even out to N = 6 exhibit prices below the median N = 2 price, with values near the “intermediate” 

price range as defined above.  

Second, as the alloy complexity level rises, the spread of possible alloy prices drops considerably, from almost 

five orders-of-magnitude at N = 1 to about two by N = 6. Diversification of the elemental mix thus tends to 

narrow the tails of the distribution. This trend is examined in more detail in Figure 1b, which shows at which 

number of constituents a highly priced element has to participate in a finished alloy to have its cost “diluted” by 

the other elements in the system to become cost competitive with other specialty alloys. For a simple set of 

benchmarks, we use current market prices for Ni- and Ti- based alloys, as lower bounds on the more costly 

advanced alloys. Prices for incumbent alloys were obtained from Granta Design’s CES selector [12] and 

converted to a per molar basis and averaged for comparison. We explicitly compare these incumbent alloy 

prices to the price-weighted mole fraction for each element (the mole fraction, and therefore price, decreases 

as the number of constituents increases). Clearly, there are significant limitations of final alloy cost based on the 

elements that are being considered for HEA systems. We can see that even Ta, which has been considered in 

several refractory HEA works, needs to be used in a cocktail of 15 constituents (equimolar) to achieve cost parity 

with Ti-based alloys. By the same token, virtually any HEAs that consider Au, Hf, Ge, In, Sc or platinum group 

metals (Ir, Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ru) will face considerable challenges in competing with incumbent alloys and will have 

to, therefore, demonstrate extraordinarily significant performance improvements. 



 

Figure 1. Price analysis a) range in alloy price in ($/mol) as number of elements increases (including Pd, Ru and Sc from the very high 
price group). Box and whisker from bottom up shows 10th, 25th percentile, median, 75th and 90th percentile. b) Minimum number of 
elements necessary to be economically competitive with Ni and Ti-based alloys. Full price list in $/mol shown in the supplemental 
information. 

 

Conversely, alloys containing Mo, Nb, Bi, or Sn fall into the range of Ni or Ti-based alloys (between $1 and 

$5/mol) for at least 5 element HEAs. Alloys containing these elements in equimolar proportions would have 

challenges competing economically with less expensive advanced alloys (than Ni and Ti-based) without 

significant performance improvements. The practicality of working with N equimolar constituents becomes 

much more dubious from both a processing standpoint as well as a supply chain perspective as N rises. On the 

other hand, Co, Cd, W, Zr and all the elements within the low price group listed above appear price competitive 

even in 5 or less constituent HEAs, all other things being equal.  

 
Price volatility 
The economic analysis in Figure 1 was based on average 2014 price, but metal prices change significantly over 

time, so we also present an assessment of price volatility from 1964-2014. Volatility is of interest because if we 

consider that we would need a greater fraction of a wider variety of elements in HEA, more of the total price 

could be impacted by a particularly price volatile constituent. Previous work has explored volatility of base 

metals (because they are of high volume) and precious metals (because they are high value) [13-16]. There have 

been limited investigations of the cross-correlation of metals prices except for examples of secondary versus 

primary materials [17]. The method for determining price volatility is one established by the economic research 

community, based on the standard deviation of the time series of price [18-20], i.e. 
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where 
tp is the log price in  year t over the time period T , and the standard deviation is normalized by the mean 

of price, p .  Here we consider T = 5 and 10 year time periods. 

To evaluate the price volatility of any possible HEA, we compare variation in materials price over time for 

individual elements and then show how their volatility manifests in alloy form at equimolar concentration.  



 

Figure 2. Price volatility assessment. a) Elemental price volatility over 5 year time frame (blue) and 10 year time frame (red) ordered by 
10 year decreasing price volatility. b) Alloy-based price volatility over 10 year time frame shown with increasing number of elements in 

an alloy (all possible combinations, equi-atomic). Box and whisker from bottom up shows minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th 
percentile and maximum c) price correlation heat map for intermediate and high price groups, red indicates highest positive 

correlation. 

Mitigating price volatility of a particular element in an alloy provides an interesting opportunity to either 

distribute or concentrate risk depending on whether there is correlation between elemental prices as well as the 

magnitude of the volatility. Figure 2a shows the individual elemental price volatility ordered from high to low 

volatility (for 10 year values) for 30 elements (elements labeled above and below the bars). In all cases the 10 

year volatility is higher than the 5 year equivalent. We see that for the 5 year average the highest volatilities are 

for Cd and Ta at 45% and 40%, respectively; the latter has seen increased use in electronic applications in recent 

decades. Fe has the lowest volatility at less than 10% (5 year).  

Figure 2b shows the 10 year range in price volatility for alloys containing all metals in the intermediate and high 

price groups, ranging from alloys with N = 2 to 14 elements. The resulting trend is an optimistic one for HEAs: 

there is a general reduction of price volatility with N. This arises from the combination of some pairs of elements 

having negative correlation, and the ‘dilution’ from adding less price-volatile elements. As seen also in Figure 2b, 

increasing N on average reduces price volatility in the high and intermediate price metal group.  

Figure 2c presents a correlation analysis, constructed for sixteen metals. The i,j entry of the correlation matrix is 

the Pearson correlation coefficient between the price time series of metal i and metal j, and the color in each 

block indicates the value of the corresponding coefficient [21]. The colors illustrate elements that, when 

included together in a single HEA, would work to increase price volatility (in red) and those that would tend to 

offset one another’s volatility (in blue). We see that the most negatively correlated materials were Co with Bi, as 

well as Ge with either Mo or In. These elements would help to reduce volatility most if considered together. 

Those element pairs whose historic price volatility are positively correlated (and therefore more subject to high 

volatility if both are included in the final alloy) tend to involve Y, Hf, Zr and Cd. While some positive correlations 

between elements could be challenging, generally volatility is helped by diversifying the constituents of an alloy, 

particularly when more of the material will be used. 

Materials availability  



Some metals may not be readily available in the future, and this availability risk has recently become of great 

interest in exploring material use and design [22, 23]. This risk depends on a variety of factors including 

geological abundance, substitution potential, geopolitical concentration, government stability and economic 

policy [24]. Various studies have described availability risk, or ‘criticality’, for decision makers at (and across) 

different organizational levels, from company level, to government level up to a global level [24-27].  

To provide an example of a materials availability risk for HEAs we look at the geopolitical supply concentration 

using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) [28], and further consider whether a given constituent element is 

mined as a byproduct. HHI is calculated based on production for each element calculated from USGS commodity 

statistics following the approach used by others, HHI = 
2

M

i

i

s  where M is the total number of countries involved 

and is  is the percent market share of country i compared to world production. Production information was 

obtained from the USGS minerals yearbook as well as the British Geological Survey (BGS) [11]. The U.S. 

Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission have designated markets as ‘not concentrated’ when 

HHI < 1500, ‘moderately concentrated’ when the HHI lies between 1500 and 2500, and ‘highly concentrated’ 

when HHI > 2500 [22, 23]; lower HHI is preferred. Figure 3a shows the elemental-HHI results for 30 elements, 

calculated according to the equation above and colored to distinguish the concentration categories as described 

above. Because of data limitations Hf’s HHI is calculated from Zr production, and Sc’s HHI is estimated using rare 

earth element data. We see that many of the elements under consideration for HEAs may be considered highly 

geopolitically concentrated, which may be of significant concern to manufacturers. For those elements that are 

more concentrated and where production volumes are low, this may be of further concern. Examples of these 

elements include W, Nb, V, and Sc as they have small total production volumes and high HHI.  

There are at least two ways we might interpret HHI for HEA candidates, at both the elemental and alloy level, 

and we consider these in turn in what follows. 

First, if HEA producers find it difficult to develop a consistent supplier for even one element in any quantity, this 

might increase the risk of the whole alloy proposition. A producer might view the availability as being limited by 

the highest HHI element in the HEA; the relevant parameter for evaluating different HEAs would therefore be 

the maximum HHI of any of its constituents, and the data in Figure 3a are sufficient to compare the viability of 

different alloys based on the highest HHI constituent alone. 



 

Figure 3. a) Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) by element. Green considered not geopolitically concentrated, yellow of moderate 
geopolitical concentration and red high concentration. b) Alloy price ($/kg) versus weighted alloy supply concentration for several 
base-alloy systems as well as HEAs proposed in the literature (H/SS = high strength steel and stainless steel). Length of bar for base 

alloys includes range in price, black line is average. c) Alloy price versus weighted HHI (y-axis label shared with b) for expanded set of 
alloy systems. Differentiates 125 HEAs between 3d transition metal (3d TM, circles), refractory (triangles), light metal (squares) and 

other alloys (diamonds) (as described by [1]). Red shapes indicate alloys that contain at least one element with high HHI versus black 
dots, which do not. A few alloys are labelled for reference on the right hand side 1: NbScTiZr, 2: AlLiMgScTi, 3: MoPdRhRu, 4: 

CuIrNiPdPtRh, and 5: CoCrFeNiPd. Full list shown in the supplemental information. 

On the other hand, we have calculated a compositionally-weighted average HHI, which attaches relevance to 

the quantity of each constituent, i.e., obtaining more of a more geopolitically concentrated material would be 

more challenging than obtaining a smaller amount. In this case, those elements with high HHI in the alloy mix 

are ‘diluted’ by the lower HHI of the other alloying elements, so elemental HHI values are used to calculate 

weighted HHI production based on the fraction of each element in the chemical formula. These weighted-HHI 

values are considered in 3b and 3c. 



Figure 3b and c plot several HEAs proposed in the literature by average alloy price on the x-axis and mole 

weighted-HHI on the y-axis, compared to conventional alloys. We focus first on Figure 3b, which limits the 

discussion to the family of HEAs that nominally compete with conventional alloy systems, including Al alloys 

(shown with a brown bar), Ti alloys (in purple), Ni alloys (in light green), and stainless/high strength steel 

(denoted H/SS and shown in grey).  For each of these classes of alloys, the average price is denoted with a black 

bar. The red dots in Figure 3b represent proposed HEAs indicate alloys that contain at least one element with 

high HHI (high geopolitical supply concentration), versus black dots which indicate systems that do not.  

A first observation from Figure 3b is that the majority of HEA candidates exceed both average alloy price and 

supply concentration as compared with the Al and H/SS commodity alloys on the market today, by perhaps a 

factor of two on average. These alloys therefore need to offer a performance advantage high enough to not only 

justify the increased price, but also the increased supply risk. Some of the HEA candidates considered in the 

literature well exceed even the price of common Ti and Ni systems, because of the presence of Ag or Ge. Our 

analysis does not identify any proposed HEA system which has a lower HHI than Ni-based alloys.  However, 

looking specifically at the black dots in Figure 3b, we see a handful of HEA compositions that are both low in HHI 

and in price. These alloys are from references [29-43] and include variants in composition for the following alloy 

systems: AlCrCuFeMnNi, AlCrCuFeNi, AlCrFeNi, AlCrCuFeNiTi, AlCrFeMnNi, AlFeMoNi, CrCuFeMnNi, CrFeMnNi, 

and CrFeMnNiTi. 

Figure 3c presents the same data as Figure 3b, but now expands both axes to consider a broader set of proposed 

HEAs and their comparators. In particular, in Figure 3c we delineate a subset of the alloy families described by 

Miracle and Senkov [1] including 3d transition metals (3d TM shown with circles), refractory HEAs (triangles), 

light metal alloys (squares) and other HEAs (diamonds, including those that contain precious metals). In this plot 

additional relevant comparators have been added, namely the refractory metals Mo, Ta, W, Nb (for comparison 

with the refractory HEAs), precious metal alloys (denoted PMA, for comparison with high price “other” HEAs) 

and Mg alloys (for comparison with the HEAs containing 3d transition metals, labelled 3d TM and light metals).  

Figure 3c indicates that the refractory HEA systems are generally competitive with the higher HHI comparators, 

W and Nb, on price, and even better in weighted HHI. This is an example of the power of dilution in HEAs that 

use less of those high HHI elements. This dilution effect is evident for both the 3d TM HEAs and the ‘other’ HEAs 

as well, which on average attain similar pricing to Mg and precious metal alloys, respectively, but which are of 

lower HHI by virtue of the inclusion of less supply concentrated constituents. However, most of these alloys are 

labelled with red points, meaning that they contain high HHI constituents, which may involve high supply risk. 

When this consideration is taken into account, we can conclude generally that the vast majority of the current 

HEA systems being explored would face significant challenges competing with incumbent alloys, and therefore 

must have clear performance advantages along several dimensions.  A set of interesting exceptions to this 

statement is provided by the black diamonds in Fig. 3c, which are cost competitive with Nb and Ta, but are of 

potentially lower geopolitical supply concentration. These alloys are AlCrTaTiZr, BeCuHfNiTiZr, BeCuHfTiZr, 

CuFeHfTiZr, and CuHfNiTiZr [44, 45]. We note that Hf and Zr are on the border between medium and high HHI. 

Finally, there is another materials availability consideration not fully reflected in the discussion above. If the 

element of interest is mined as a byproduct of another metal system, as reported by Nassar [46], it carries 



additional supply risk because of its dependency on the market of the parent metal system. In terms of this 

byproduct status, the elements that could be of concern are Bi, Co, Ga, Ge, In, Mo, Sb, Se, Ta, and Te.  

Recyclability 

HEA systems have occasionally been described as “more recyclable” than conventional alloys in some of the 

current literature; however, this assertion has not been justified with specific analysis to date. From an 

economic perspective, metals that are more expensive in an HEA system might drive interest in recycling. 

Recycling rates for minor metals are typically rather low because they are used in small amounts. If HEA systems 

require a much larger amount of those metals in a single application, this would give recyclers better incentive 

to recover these materials. Based on this assertion, it is important to consider which existing recycling stream an 

HEA could enter. Previous work on the thermodynamics of recycling provide comprehensive analysis regarding 

the fate of impurity elements in recovered metal in the gas, slag or metal phase, depending on the Gibbs free 

energy of the impurity reaction, the activity coefficient of the oxidation product, and the economics of recovery 

[47]. If impurity elements remain in the metal phase their removal requires subsequent post-processing and 

may even be a significant detriment to final properties (examples include copper or tin in steel). This multi-stage 

recovery and potential for contamination is a significant challenge for many recycling systems, most 

predominantly in aluminum recycling.  

If we consider the extractive metallurgical processes for typical carrier metals, we can provide insight as to 

where in the recycling system HEAs might be introduced. The major processes to consider include those for 

iron/steel, aluminum, copper, and zinc/lead. While there are others such as magnesium or stainless steel, those 

markets are much smaller and not considered here. The thermodynamic and physical compatibility of HEA 

constituents with these metallurgical processes is essential for their economic separability. Table 1 considers 

several elements proposed for use in HEAs as a function of these essential processes. Here the red and yellow 

colors denote potentially significant separation challenges, being less separable from the base metal of the 

process, and more (yellow) or less (red) benign to the properties of the recycled base metal. The green 

combinations show the nominally plausible introductions. These data are from thermodynamic analyses in the 

literature accounting for distribution of elements among phases such as gas, slag, and metal considering 

reactions such as oxidation or volatilization [47-49]. For example, by examining an Ellingham diagram for the 

species of interest, which shows the relative Gibbs free energies for equilibrium oxidation/reduction reactions, 

we can understand the relative energy required to remove an impurity from a particular carrier melt. These 

published analyses also account for other thermodynamic parameters, such as the temperature, activity 

coefficients of the impurity in the metals, and oxygen partial pressure. We have also included information 

regarding metals compatibility from the literature, such as the case for Cu in steel mentioned above [48]. These 

existing data sources were combined to establish the color coding below. Recyclability is a very complex issue, 

whose full exploration is outside the scope of this contribution, but we provide a preliminary screening in Table 

1.  

Table 1. Material compatibility for proposed elements with various carrier metal processing routes. Yellow denotes that the element 
would likely be lost in a single stage recovery process (requiring subsequent post-recovery) but without determent to the carrier 
metal; Red elements cannot be economically recovered and are potentially detrimental to carrier metal. Green indicates that element 
is likely compatible and can be recovered in subsequent, currently economic, processing. 



 Extractive metallurgical processes 

 Iron/Steel Aluminum Copper Zinc/Lead 

Ag, Au, Pt     

Al     

Bi, Cd     

Co, Ga, Mo, Ni, Ta     

Cr     

Cu     

Fe      

Mg, Mn, Y, Nb, Ti, V, W     

Pd     

Sc, Rare earth, Hf, Zr     

Zn     

 

We see that many elements under consideration could present a challenge in iron/steel and aluminum recovery 

processes. In the case of the yellow boxes above, having larger portions of the constituent present may be an 

advantage for economic recovery based on economies of scale, however the red shaded combinations above 

could present significant challenges. Another broad obstacle to recovery of multi-constituent systems is found in 

the seemingly simple challenge of collecting and consolidating these materials. Scrap collectors are often not 

interested in small volumes that might be generated even in a manufacturing context. These materials may not 

be well separated from more conventional alloys and therefore lose their ‘identity’ as materials with a larger 

fraction of more valuable elements. 

One potentially optimistic message in Table 1 is that for the first HEAs to reach the market, it may be plausible 

to contemplate a recycling path through the existing copper or zinc/lead based processes in the market today. 

However, these processes are the least geographically distributed, so would require significant volumes to 

warrant the economics of collection. There are nominal barriers to recycling through copper or zinc/lead based 

processes for commonly used HEA elements such as Cr, Al, and even Fe (which is typically magnetically 

separated before materials enter Al, Cu or Zn/Pb systems). To avoid future sustainability challenges, the 

compatibility of these elements in current recycling infrastructure should be considered. Given their small initial 

volumes and the relative lack of compatibility of the majority of the commonly used elements, we conclude that 

HEAs do not present as initially “more recyclable”. 

Conclusion 

Based on the increased interest in HEA development over the past decade and rising interest going forward, we 

urge the metallurgical community to incorporate alloying screening principles based on the economic and 

resource use consequences of element selection. There are some elements with significant concerns along these 

axes, which only increase the technical performance benefits that would be necessary to drive adoption of an 

HEA over conventional alloys. From this initial screening we conclude that designers might avoid elements of 

clear concern from an economic and resource availability perspective including precious metals, platinum group 

metals, Sc, Ge, Te, and Ta. And for HEAs competing with high strength steels, elements such as Co, V, or Zr might 



additionally present some challenge.  More positive are the effects of multicomponent formulations in terms of 

potentially mitigating price volatility and in some cases, supply concentration concerns. 

While the present analysis has led to some clear and actionable principles for alloy screening and design, 

additional analysis along these lines will clearly be needed as the HEA field matures. For example, a dynamic 

exploration of the metrics discussed above, in which evolving market share is evaluated as expected HEA 

applications become clear, will be needed. Furthermore, we have only considered materials price in our analysis 

here, but in some cases significant additional processing cost would be expected. Manufacturing cost modeling 

as an input for alloy screening and development is thus viewed as a vital component in the search for viable 

HEAs.   

If a proper balance of improved properties and economic viability can be established, HEAs may expand the role 

that metal alloys play in a variety of applications. However, in order to establish such a value proposition, HEA 

development should consider aspects of design beyond improvement in technical performance at as early a 

stage as possible, lest the excitement over their properties be dashed against the reality of their technological 

viability.  
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